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Best Halloween Craft 
No-Carve Pumpkin Decorations

mummify your pumpkin 
Turn your pumpkin into a mysterious mummy 
for Halloween by wrapping it in self-stick gauze.

pumpkin silhouettes 
Apply a coat of white paint to your pumpkin and let it dry completely. Then, tape on a Halloween stencil and paint the inside black for a 
spooky silhouette.

humpty dumpty pumpkin 
A pumpkin dressed up as Humpty Dumpty makes the perfect 
garden wall topper. Make the springlike legs out of construction 
paper, paint on a facial features, and add a funnel for a hat.
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ingredients
•  4 eggs
•  1/2 cup packed dark-brown sugar
•  1/2 cup granulated sugar
•  1 cup light corn syrup
•  1 1/2 teaspoons vanilla extract
•  1 1/2 cups pecan halves
•  1 Single-crust Pie Pastry  
•  Whipping cream or topping (optional)

Best Homemade Costume 
Magician

alakazam! 
No illusions are needed to create this show- 
stopping magician’s costume. Boys and girls alike will love 
donning the sweeping cape made by joining black and red 
satin fabric panels with black iron-on hem tape at the 
neckline. Hot glue playing cards to the inside of the cape 
and play up the trick factor by tying bright-color hankies or 
fabric squares together (not shown). Underneath the cape, a 
plain white T-shirt decorated with black buttons and a bow 
dresses up the attire. Finish off the costume with a stuffed 
bunny, and a magic wand made by painting a wooden dowel, 
and a black top hat -- which can double as a treat bag -- from 
a party store.

make it 
1. Heat oven to 350°F .
2. Beat eggs slightly in bowl. Add both kinds of sugar, the 
corn syrup and vanilla. Stir in pecans. Roll out pastry to a 
12-inch circle. Fit into a 9-inch deep-dish pie plate. 
Decoratively crimp pastry edge; set pie plate on heavy-duty 
baking sheet. Pour filling into pie shell.
3. Bake at 350°F for 55 minutes, until knife inserted 
midway between center and rim tests clean. Cool on rack to 
room temperature. Serve with whipped cream or topping, 
if desired.

Best Decadent Dessert 
Pecan Pie

Serves: 12 Prep: 10 mins Bake: 55 mins at 350°F
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Best Turkey Day Craft 
Turkey Treat

what you’ll need
•  White paper
•  Scissors
•  Grocery bag
•  Turkey-roasting bag
•  Popcorn, regular and caramel
•  2 brown lunch bags
•  Large resealable plastic bags 
•  Hot-glue gun

make it 
1. To make the frills, cut a sheet of standard 
printer paper in half lengthwise. Fold each half in 
half, lengthwise. Make small cuts with scissors 
on folded edges to create loops.
2. For the turkey body, round the corners of a 
large paper grocery bag. (If you can’t find a large 
plain brown bag, carefully turn a printed bag 
inside out.) Fill the roasting bag with popcorn 
and put inside sack. Fold the opening of the 
grocery bag in and tuck the bottom edge under, 
using hot glue to secure the edge closed.
3. To make the drumsticks, put your fist in each of 
the corners of a small paper bag and use your 
other hand to mold and round the edges. Fill a 
resealable plastic bag 2/3 of the way to the top 
with caramel corn and place in paper bag. Gather 
the opening of the bag and twist tightly. Hot glue 
the beginning of the length of frill and wrap it 
around the twisted part of the lunch bag; hot glue 
the end of the frill to hold in place. Repeat to make 
a second drumstick.
4. Use hot glue to attach drumsticks to sides of 
turkey body. 
5. Cut plus sign on the top of the turkey and the 
legs, through both bags, to enjoy the popped treat.
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Best Thanksgiving Side Dish 
No-Fuss Sweet Potato Casserole

ingredients
•  2 beaten eggs
•  1/2 cup granulated sugar
•  1/4 cup butter, melted and cooled slightly
•  1 teaspoon vanilla
•  4 cups mashed, cooked sweet potatoes (about 3 pounds)
•  1/2 cup raisins
•  1/2 cup packed brown sugar
•  1/4 cup all-purpose flour
•  2 tablespoons cold butter
•  1/2 cup chopped pecans

make it 
1. Preheat oven to 350°F. In a large bowl stir together the eggs, 
granulated sugar, melted butter, and vanilla. Stir in the cooked 
sweet potatoes and raisins. Spread the mixture evenly in an 
ungreased 2-quart square baking dish.
2. For topping, in a small bowl, combine brown sugar and flour. 
Cut in butter until mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Stir in 
pecans. Sprinkle over sweet potato mixture. Bake in preheated 
oven for 20 minutes or until heated through.

Serves: 8 Prep: 20 mins Bake: 20 mins at 350°F
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Best Creative Cards 
Homemade Holiday Greetings

file fix 
Manilla folders make a great low-cost card base. Decorate 
your cutout cards with cardstock holly leaves and red 
buttons for a bit of cheer. Tip: Get shiny leaves by covering 
green cardstock with dimensional adhesive and letting it dry 
before cutting the leaves and folding them lengthwise.

pretty pines 
Use your favorite scrapbook paper or gift wrap scraps to create 
this artistic Christmas tree design. Start with a solid-color 
card as your canvas, and add a vertical strip of brown paper for 
the tree trunk. Cut a triangle from decorative paper, then cut 
into horizontal strips. Glue strips, about 1/8” apart, above the 
paper tree trunk. Finish by topping your tree with a bright gold 
star.

crafty caroling card 
Make a brilliant (but inexpensive) star by sprinkling confetti 
and glitter on a glue-covered cardstock shape. Attach a tinsel 
chenille stem around the edges. Save money by using home-
printed letters for the front greeting instead of sticker letters.
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Best Christmas Craft 
Handmade Gifts

felt stitched snowman 
Have your child draw and cut out a snowman and his 
accessories from felt, then use a large sewing needle and yarn 
to stitch around the outline. Complete his look with a fringed 
felt scarf and draw on facial features with black marker.

candy cane ornament 
Cut 1/8”-wide red and white paper quilling strips to 6” long. 
Shape quills into spirals by wrapping the paper around a tooth-
pick, then glue the spirals together edge to edge, alternating the 
red and white. Knot a length of ribbon, trim, and glue it on the 
candy cane as an accent. Attach the hanging thread.

popsicle stick snowflake ornament 
Glue together Popsicle sticks or clothespins in an asterisk, 
then add a wood craft round and ball to the center. Hang 
using baker’s twine.
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Best Christmas Cookie 
Citrus Snowflakes

ingredients
•  1 tube (16 ounces) sugar cookie dough
•  1/4 cup orange juice
•  1 tablespoon orange zest
•  1 1/4 cups all-purpose flour
•  Royal Icing 

make it 
1. Heat oven to  350°F. Beat cookie dough, orange juice and zest. 
Stir in flour (dough will be soft). Generously sprinkle more flour 
on countertop.
2. Divide dough in half, then roll one half to 1/4” thickness. Cut 
out shapes with a 3-1/2” snowflake cutter. Transfer to 
ungreased baking sheets. Repeat with remaining dough, 
dusting with flour as needed.
3. Bake at 350°F for 14 minutes. Cool on racks.

Yield: 1 1/2 dozen Prep: 5 mins Bake: 14 mins at 350°F

Royal Icing

ingredients
•  1 pound confectioners’ sugar
•  2 tablespoons powdered egg whites
•  5-6 tablespoons water

make it 
In large bowl, with mixer on low, beat together all ingredients 
until well combined. Increase speed to high, and continue 
beating until stiff peaks form. If not using immediately, press 
plastic wrap directly onto surface of icing and store in the 
refrigerator for up to 1 week.

4. Prepare Royal Icing. Spread thinned icing over cookies. Let 
dry. Place thicker icing into a decorating bag fitted with a small 
round tip. Pipe lines and dots decoratively on all cookies; let dry.


